
The live streaming experience in FTR Monitor is 

enhanced by introducing advanced streaming 
features, including improved streaming start-up 

time, automatic switch to file mode during 
interruptions to streaming, and extended audio 

streaming capability for WMV codec. 


With added remote control and central monitoring 
of up to 16 channels of high-fidelity audio and 4 

channels of HD video captured via FTR Reporter 
(delivered in FTR Recording Suite), FTR Monitoring 

Suite facilitates efficient management of court 
records across all rooms in entire courthouses.

Designed specifically for monitoring and 

controlling recordings in the courtroom from 
outside of the courtroom, FTR Monitoring Suite 7.7 

supports jurisdictions of all sizes. 


The updates in Version 7.7 improve the live 
listening and confidence monitoring experience for 

court personnel working remotely.   

Whether using a wide area network (WAN) or 
Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI), courts can 

directly stream the court recording to FTR Player. 
FTR Player’s reduced delay and loading times 

provide real-time viewing and listening with less 
chance of interruption or stuttering—even in poor 

network connectivity.  

Courts can now configure the live streaming 
functionality to better manage system and network 

requirements.
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The gold standard in digital court recording 
monitoring and management. 



Advanced recorders capture up to 16 

channels of high-fidelity audio and 4 

channels of HD video  

Key Features.

Audio and video are livestreamed to 

authorized court monitors and reporters 

working remotely 

Recordings of one, or many, remote 

recorders can be monitored in real time 

from a single PC anywhere on the network  

Users can control recorders across WAN, 

VPN, or VDI environments, reducing the 

need for on-premises deployment and 

access 

Bandwidth required to monitor a court 

remotely is reduced, while search and 

load times in FTR Player are decreased 

Simultaneous and immediate playback 

of audio and video confirms recording is 

in progress and verifies quality 

Video- and audio-level indicators give a 

clear, complete picture of recording 

activity across the enterprise   

Group policy integration allows 

management of user accessibility to 

recordings, log sheets, and other 

features 

Dual licensing model supports 

customers requiring difference license 

types, including machine or site licenses  

Remote annotation creates searchable 

log notes, which are linked to specific 

points in the recording  

Configuration settings from previous 

versions are maintained for simplified 

upgrades  

Compatible with the latest versions of FTR 

Reporter and FTR Recording Suite, as well 

as older versions of FTR Warehouse


Window® 10 or Window® 11 


Intel®core™ i3 processor equivalent or higher with 4GB RAM  


Windows-compatible, stereo-sound playback device  


CD- or DVD-recordable drive or network for content access  

Recommended system specifications.

Converts Zoom recordings from .m4a to 

.trm format in FTR Manager

Advanced streaming features including 

start-up time, automatic switch to file 

mode during interruptions to streaming, 

and extended audio streaming capability 

for WMV codec
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